KS Bluestem Cimarron B
(CB), is a 2009 American Morgan Horse gelding owned by Julie Dennis. He was originally
purchased as a long yearling to be Julie's trail and gymkhana horse, but he had other plans!
During his breaking and training as a three year old, CB was taught to drive, was patterned on
barrels and poles and taught all around basics to make him a partner for his mom. However, during
normal training, he was acting fearful of jumps set up in the arena. Not one to allow fear, Lauren
began working him over jumps and he showed immense talent and desire for this change of pace.
He decided that he was not to be a carriage horse, (doesn't like OTHER carts), and he wanted to
fly!
CB began his jumping career in 2015 where he finished the year as the KHJA Jumper Champion
in both his 2'6" divisions. He was also the AMHA Open Competition Hunter/Jumper Champion.
We branched into eventing where we found his true love. CB is a lovely mover (although lazy at
times) and has shown immense progress in his dressage. He lives for cross country and is a very
careful and athletic jumper.
His biggest issue currently is he is almost TOO careful and is apprehensive about new looking
jumps. We have been slowly working on trust and confidence, going at the pace he needs to build
him up. He has schooled up to 3'6" courses and 4' singles, with plenty of ability to go higher.
CB finished the 2016 season as KHJA 3' Schooling Jumper Champion. He also was 3rd place for
AMHA Open Competition Hunter/Jumper and Eventing. He was awarded 3rd place for USEF
Region Horse of the Year. In 2017, with limited showing, CB was his USEF Region Hor se of the
Year Morgan Versatility Champion.
In 2018, CB continued his eventing career, and finished as the AMHA Open Competition
Sanctioned Eventing Champion, Reserve Champion for Unsanctioned Eventing, and 3rd place for
Hunter/Jumpers.
CB will continue his showing, focusing mainly on eventing with a few dressage and jumper shows
for schooling purposes. We plan on attending one large Morgan show, to be determined, but with
hopes for a sports division.
*NOT available for lease*

